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NO PUNCHES, NO KICKS 
AND NO BLOCKS
By Dave V, Founder, MARA Combat

temple, eyes and various other soft targets 
on the body.

Whilst you can target some of the above 
with western boxing type punches, the 
sophistication of using various open-handed 
techniques means that only medium force 
might be required to get the desired eff ect.

No Kicks:

This was a slightly facetious comment 
because we do have kicks, but 90% of them 
are knees delivered at close range. To use 
this method it is essential to know how to 
close the gap or how to ‘enter’. MARA is a 
specialist close range style where stealth and 
evasion are used to get in quick and close 
the range as fast as possible, not to grapple 
but to break knees, strike with elbows or 
take down whilst various strikes to vital 
points are being eff ected.

Through our growing social media presence, 
many experts have commented that MARA 
looks like Indonesian Silat. Having looked at 
the demos on line, I would tend to concur 
to an extent in terms of soft, fl owing and 
deadly movement and the emphasis on 
forms. The Dim Mak embedded within MARA 
is however purely Chinese.

No Blocks:

The techniques you are likely to encounter 
in a street attack these days are sure to 
be multiple compound moves, whereby 
blocking the fi rst move is rarely going to stop 
the fi ght, instead it is likely that classical 
blocks will leave you open to further 

attacks, blocking and striking simultaneously 
is a good methodology. However, in MARA 
we emphasise the strike, strike, strike 
methodology. This means that your defence is 
your attack. Any movements to the attacker’s 
limbs are delivered as limb destruction 
strikes, it also means that various head guard 
entry methods are used to bombard the 
opponent and crash through any strikes he is 
trying to eff ect upon you. Again, to close the 
gap and enter to eff ect damage.

What’s left?:

MARA emphasises smooth fl owing classical 
and neoclassical forms. The objective being 
to embed natural movement so you become 
the martial art and the martial art becomes 
you.

M
ARA is a potent hybrid for real 
street self defence. MARA  
combines ancient Chinese 
methods with street-fi ghting 
and modern combat circuit 

training. The style incorporates advanced 
Qi Gong and other internal power training 
methods. 

What kind of martial art would this be? 
Whilst I have painted an extreme view, this 
sums up the majority of what lives in the 
Mara Combat System.

The previous fi ve articles have described in 
depth what the system is and how it responds 
to various threats, the objective of this 
article is to not repeat this information.

No Punches: 

The martial arts community and combat 
community often has polarised views as to 
whether to punch or to use open-handed 
methods in real combat. In MARA we use 
mainly open-handed methods, for example 
claws, power slaps, knife hand strikes, 
fi ngertip strikes, one knuckle punches and 
hammer fi st blows in various directions. 

The advantage of this approach is the 
possibility of less damage to yourself, a 
larger striking area and the ability to strike 
vital points and pressure points to eff ect a 
fi ght stopper. The launch mechanism needed 
for such strikes is relaxed and explosive and 
where multiple strikes are eff ected in rapid 
succession to the most dangerous points on 
the opponent. These would normally be the 
throat, sides of the neck, back of the head, 

* Readers should be aware of and 
adhere to the law as it relates to the 
use of reasonable force.

MARA, ULTRA CLOSE RANGE – 
EXTREME COMBAT

Founded by Dave V, who has been training 
since 1974, MARA Combat is a realistic 
and utilitarian hybrid for real combat and 
has received international interest and 
acclaim for its tough and direct approach to 
combat and a special documentary has been 
produced by a high level Russian research 
group on the knife defence aspects within 
MARA.  

The training is sophisticated for advanced 
adepts and there is detailed weapons work 
embedded within the system. The system 
contains some of the fastest and most 
deadly methods that you are ever likely to 
encounter. The internal aspect of the training 
is also necessary and signifi cant and is only 
introduced once adepts have the background 
to understand what is being imparted.

Entry to Dave V’s London Dojo is closed 
as it has become the international private 
training headquarters for instructor and 
black belt training for MARA Combat. Public 
teaching will be delivered across Europe. 
MARA’s interest base has become far more 
International than in the UK. Things have 
moved on signifi cantly in the US and Europe, 
where the experience of the trainer and the 
functional aspects within the training are 
often more recognised than commerciality 
and name of the style.

Seminars will be held on the continent in 
Summer ‘17 starting with Istanbul. Please 
get in touch to fi nd out more. Follow us on 
Instagram @maracombat


